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Abstract 
We give an alternative characterization forwell-covered graphs and restrict his to a charac- 
terization for very well-covered graphs. We state the conditions under which the intersection of
a pair of maximal independent sets of a well-covered graph is maximal and use this result to 
define and characterize two recursively decomposable subclasses of well-covered graphs, one 
properly containing the other. We show that the smaller subclass, in turn, properly contains the 
family of very well covered graphs without isolated vertices. 
I. Introduction 
In what follows, G denotes a simple, undirected, finite graph G = (V, E) with J V I 
vertices and I EI edges, u ~ v denotes that the vertices u and v are adjacent. Given 
a vertex set A _ V, (A )  denotes the subgraph induced by A. N(v) and N[v] denote 
the open and closed neighbourhoods, respectively, of a vertex v~ V, where 
N(v) = {xJx ~ V and (x, v)~ E} and N[v] = N(v)w{v}. N(S) and N[S] denote the 
open and closed neighbourhoods, respectively, of a set S ~ V, where N(S) = UN(v), 
for all v e S, and N[S] = N(S)wS. A vertex is isolated if N(v) = 0 and simplicial if 
(N(v)) is a clique. 
A graph G is said to be complete k-partite if its vertex set can be partitioned into 
k disjoint independent sets, P1, Pz . . . .  , Pk, k ~< I V I, such that N(v) = V - Pi for each 
vertex v e Pi, 1 <~ i ~< k. Each such independent set is called a part. A graph is said to 
be complete k,-partite if it is complete k-partite with each part having n vertices. 
Plummer [5] defined a graph to be well-covered if every maximal independent set in 
it has the same size. These graphs are of interest because, whereas the problem of 
finding the independence number of a general graph is NP-complete, one can use 
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a simple polynomial-time greedy algorithm to find a maximum independent set in 
a well-covered graph. 
Chvfital and Slater [31, and the present authors [,81, independently showed that the 
problem of recognizing a graph as being not well-covered isNP-complete. Hence, it is 
unlikely that there exists a good characterization f well-covered graphs. Various 
approaches have been used in characterizing families of well-covered graphs. See [,6-1 
for a survey on progress in this area, and on well-covered graphs in general. We now 
state two results on well-covered graphs that are used in this paper. 
Berge [11 showed that for every independent set S of a well-covered graph 
G without isolated vertices, I N(S) I ~> IS I. Thus, the size of a maximal independent set 
o fG is  ~<IVI/2. 
A graph is said to be very well covered if every maximal independent set in it has 
cardinality IV I/2. Staples [9], and Favaron [4-1, independently characterized this 
family. We make use of Favaron's characterization in this paper. 
Favaron's theorem [4]. For a graph G, the following are equivalent: 
(a) G is very well-covered. 
(b) There exists a perfect matching in G that satisfies P 
(c) There exists at least one perfect matching in G and every perfect matching of 
G satisfies P. 
Property P in the above theorem is defined as follows. 
Property P. A matching M in a graph G satisfies property P if for every edge (u, v) ~ M, 
N(u)c~N(v) = O, and N(u) - (v) is adjacent o all of N(v) - {u}. 
Recursive decompositions of graphs often lead to interesting structural character- 
izations and efficient algorithms. It can be easily verified that for a well-covered graph 
G, any independent set R has the property that (V  - N[R])  is also well-covered. 
Thus, we can decompose G into the graphs (N[R] )  and (V -  N[R]) ,  where 
( V - N [R]) is well-covered. However, (N [-R1) need not necessarily be well-covered. 
In this paper, we look at two subclasses of well-covered graphs, one properly 
containing the other, that have the following property: Given a graph G belonging to 
one of these subclasses, we can find an independent set R such that (N[,R]) is well 
covered and such that the decomposition can be applied recursively to decompose 
G into subgraphs that have a simple structure. We show that these two subclasses 
have an interesting structural characterization a d that the smaller subclass properly 
contains the family of very well covered graphs without isolated vertices. It also turns 
out that certain fundamental graph problems can be solved efficiently for these 
subclasses ( ee [,71). 
This paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 gives an alternative 
characterization for well-covered graphs in terms of the interaction between pairs of 
maximal independent sets of such a graph; this leads to a new characterization f very 
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well covered graphs. Section 3 states the conditions under which the intersections of
pairs of maximal independent sets of a well-covered graph are maximal. Sections 4 
and 5 use the above result to define and characterize two recursively decomposable 
subclasses of well-covered graphs, one of which properly contains the other. 
Section 5 also shows that the smaller subclass properly contains the class of very 
well covered graphs without isolated vertices. Conclusions and future work make 
up Section 6. 
2. An alternative characterization 
In this section, we give an alternative characterization for well-covered graphs in 
terms of the interaction between pairs of maximal independent sets of such a graph. 
We then restrict this characterization to the family of very well covered graphs 
without isolated vertices. 
Let G be a simple graph with I EI > 0. Let 11 and 12 be maximal independent sets of 
G. We use R, S, 1'1 and I~ to denote the following (see Fig. 1): 
R = 11 NI2, S = V -- (11 UI2), 
I~ =I1 -R ,  I~=12-R .  
We state Hall's theorem as it is used in this section 
Hall's theorem [2]. Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition (X, Y). Then G 
contains a matching that saturates every vertex in X if and only if lN(Sl) l  >1 [g i l l  or 
all X1 ~_ X. 
I 1 12 
Fig. 1 Definitions. 
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We now give an alternative characterization for well-covered graphs. 
Theorem 2.1. A graph G is well-covered if and only if for every pair of maximal 
independent sets I1 and 12 of G, (I~ uI'2) has a perfect matching. 
Proof. Only if: Let G be well covered. Assume that the statement is not true. 
Therefore, there exist maximal independent sets I1 and 12 of G such that (I~ wl'2) 
does not have a perfect matching. Since G is well covered, l / i [=  1I~1. Since the 
bipartite graph (I~ wI'2) does not have a perfect matching, from Hall's theorem, 
there exists an independent set S~c_I'l such that ISII>IN(S~)I. Let 
I3 = (/2 - N(Sl))uSx • Since [Sl[ > [N(SI)[, [/3[ > 1/2 ]. This is not possible as I3 is 
an independent set and G is well covered. 
If: Let G be a graph such that for every two maximal independent sets I1 and I2, 
( I ;  w I ; )  has a perfect matching. Suppose G is not well-covered. There exist maximal 
independent sets I, and Ib such that 1I,] ¢[Ib[. But then [I'~1 ¢ ]I;[ and therefore 
(I ;  ~ I ;)  cannot have a perfect matching (a contradiction). [] 
We now restrict the alternative characterization for well-covered graphs to the 
family of very well covered graphs. From Berge's result, we know that the size of 
a maximal independent set of a well-covered graph G without isolated vertices is 
bounded by I V [/2. Hence, any such graph can be transformed into a very well covered 
one by adding an appropriate number of isolated vertices. We therefore turn our 
attention to very well covered graphs without isolated vertices. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a graph without isolated vertices. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) G is very well covered. 
(b) G is well-covered and for some pair of maximal independent sets I1 and 12 of G, 
IR[ =IS[. 
(c) G is well-covered and for every pair of maximal independent sets 11 and 12 of G, 
IRI =lSI. 
(d) For every pair of maximal independent sets I1 and I2 of G, there exists a perfect 
matching M that satisfies P, in which R matches to S and I~ matches to 1'2. 
For the definition of property P, see Section 1. We need the following lemma in 
order to prove the theorem. 
Lemma 2.3. A well-covered graph G is very well-covered if and only if there exist 
maximal independent sets 11 and 12 of G such that IRI = [SI. 
Proof. Only if'. Let I1 and 12 be a pair of maximal independent sets of G. Since G is 
very well covered, II11 = 1121 = I Vl /2 and therefore IRI = ISI. 
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If: There exist maximal independent sets 11 and 12 of G such that IR1 = IS I. Since 
G is well-covered, I I~ I = I Ih I. It follows that Ill I = 1121 = I V I/2. Thus, all maximal 
independent sets in G have the same size, ] V 1/2. Therefore, G is very well covered. [] 
We now prove Theorem 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (a) ~ (b): Since G is very well covered, it is also well-covered. 
Statement (b) follows from the Lemma 2.3. 
(b) ~ (c): From Lemma 2.3 and (b), G is very well covered. Then, for every pair of 
maximal independent sets 11 and 12, Illl -- ]I21 -- IV 1/2 and therefore I RI = IS I- 
(c) ~ (d): Let I1 and 12 be a pair of maximal independent sets of G. From 
Theorem 2.1, (I'1 wI~) has a perfect matching. G has no isolated vertices and R is 
an independent set in G. From Berge's result, for any subset R1 ~- R, I N(R1)I >~ IRa 1. 
Using Hall's theorem, and since N(R)~_ S and L R[ = IS I, there exists a perfect 
matching from R to S. From the above, G has a perfect matching M. Now, since 
[RI = I SI, from Lemma 2.3, G is very well covered. Using Favaron's theorem, M 
obeys P. 
(d) ~ (a): Since G has no isolated vertices, it has at least two maximal independent 
sets. From (d), G has a perfect matching that satisfies P. That the graph is very well 
covered follows from Favaron's theorem. [] 
3. Maximal intersections 
The alternative characterization was based on the interaction between the disjoint 
portions of pairs of maximal independent sets of a well-covered graph. We now 
examine the intersections of such pairs of sets and state the conditions under which 
such intersections are maximal. The intersection R of a pair of maximal independent 
sets of a graph G is said to be maximal if for any pair of maximal independent sets Ia 
and Ib that contain R, la ~ Ib = R. 
Theorem 3.1. The intersection R of a pair of maximal independent sets I1 and 12 of  
a well-covered graph G is maximal if and only if (V  - N [R] ) is complete kn-partite. 
In order to prove this theorem, we need the following two lemmas. We first state the 
conditions under which a graph G is complete k-partite. 
Lemma 3.2. A graph G is complete k-partite if and only if for every non-adjacent pair of 
vertices u, v ~ V, N (u) = N (v). 
Proof. Only if'. Since the graph is complete k-partite, any non-adjacent pair of vertices 
must belong to the same part. Therefore, they must have the same neighbour set. 
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If: For all u, v ~ V, u ~ v, N(u) = N(v). We say that u and v are equivalent ifu ~ v. 
This relation is an equivalence relation since if u ~ v and v ~ w, u, v, w e V, then 
N(u) = N(w) and hence u ~ w. This equivalence r lation divides the vertex set V into 
m equivalence classes, I1, I2,  ... ,Ira, 1 <~m <<, IV[. Clearly, the li's are mutually 
disjoint independent sets and form a partition of V, and for all u ~I~, N(u) = V - Ii, 
1 ~< i ~< m. Hence, G is complete k-partite. [] 
The second lemma states the conditions under which the intersection R of a pair of 
maximal independent sets of a graph G is maximal. 
Lemma 3.3. The intersection R of a pair of  maximal independent sets of a 9raph G is 
maximal if and only if ( V - N [R])  is complete k-partite. 
Proof. Only if: Assume (V -  N(R) )  is not complete k-partite. From Lemma 3.2, 
there exist u, v ~ V-  N[R] ,  u ~ v, such that N(u) ~ N(v). That is, there exists 
w e V - NI-R] such that u(say) ~c w and v ~ w. See Fig. 2. 
Let 
I ,  = Ru{u}u{v},  12 = R~{u}u{w}.  
11 is not equal to 12 since v ~ 11 is adjacent o w ~ 12. Extend them to form maximal 
independent sets of G. Now, 
I lc~I2 ~- Rw{u} ~ R 
which is a contradiction. 
If: The graph (V - N [R])  is complete k-partite. Hence, any maximal indepen- 
dent set of G containing R consists of R along with a part from (V - N [R]).  Since 
the parts are mutually disjoint, the intersection of every two such maximal indepen- 
dent sets of G is R. Hence, R is maximal. [] 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 3.1. 
j / j  
/ / /  
Fig. 2. (V - N[R] )  not complete k-partite. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Only if'. G is well-covered, and R is maximal. From Lemma 3.3, 
(V - N JR]) is complete k-partite. Now, let two parts of ( V - N [R])  be of different 
sizes. Combining each of these with R would give maximal independent sets of 
different sizes for G. 
If: (V -  N[R] )  is complete k,-partite. Therefore, it is also complete k-partite. 
From Lemma 3.3, R is maximal. [] 
Thus, we can decompose a well-covered graph into a complete k-partite graph 
which is well-covered, and the graph (N[R] ) .  We remark that (NER])  is not 
necessarily well-covered. For example, the graph C5, a chordless cycle on five vertices, 
is well-covered, but for every maximal intersection R, (N  I-R]) is isomorphic to P3, 
a chordless path on three vertices, which is not well-covered. We now show that the 
idea of restricting ( N JR]) to be well-covered leads to the creation of two recursively 
decomposable subclasses of well-covered graphs WSR and WAS, with Wss ~ WAS. 
We also show that the family of very well covered graphs without isolated vertices is 
a proper subclass of WAR. 
4. The subclass WSR 
Let the vertex set V of a graph G be partitioned into disjoint sets, or layers, 
L1, L2 . . . . .  Lt, 1 ~< t ~< IVI, such that the induced subgraphs, or lgraphs, Hi = (Li), 
1 ~< i ~< t, are complete k,-partite. G is said to be partitioned into complete k,-partite 
subgraphs. Ei denotes the edge set, ki the number of parts, and ni the number of 
vertices in each part, of Hi, 1 <~ ki <~ ILi[, ni= I Lil/ki. Hi is written as 
Hi = (Pil, Pi2, ..., Pig,, El), where Pil, Pi2 . . . . .  Pig,, denote the parts in Hi. A part P, is 
adjacent o a vertex v if v has a neighbour in P,. Two parts Pa and Pb are adjacent, or 
connected, or are neighbours, if there exist u e P, and v e Pb such that u ~ v. P, is 
completely connected to Pb if (P,  w Pb) is complete bipartite. Two layers are adjacent if 
there is a part in one that is adjacent o a part in the other. 
From Theorem 3.1, we know that when the intersection R of a pair of maximal 
independent sets of a well-covered graph G is maximal, (V  - N[R] )  is complete 
k,-partite. We have seen in Section 3 that (N[R] )  is not always well-covered. We 
now restrict our attention to the family of well-covered graphs for which we can find 
a maximal intersection R such that (N[R] )  is well-covered. 
Consider a well-covered graph G1 with vertex set V1. Assume that there exists 
a maximal intersection R1 in Gx such that the graph G2 induced by V2 = N[R~] is 
well-covered. Let HI = (Va-  N[R~]). Thus, G1 has been decomposed into the 
graphs H1 and Gz. This forms the first stage of a decomposition of G~. Again, assume 
that there exists a maximal intersection R2 in G2 such that the graph G3 induced by 
V3 = N[Rz] is well-covered. Let H2 = (V2 - N[R2]).  Thus, G 2 has been decom- 
posed into the graphs H2 and G3. This is the second stage of a decomposition of Gx. 
We observe that by restricting (N  [Ri]), i e { 1, 2}, to be well-covered, we are able to 
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recursively decompose the graph G1 into the graphs H1, H2 and G 3. We continue the 
process by assuming that G is entirely decomposable in the above manner. Hence, at 
stage j of such a decomposition, we will have the graphs H1 to Hi, and the well- 
covered graph Gj. 
Since we start with a graph G1 that has a finite number of vertices, this decomposi- 
tion stops at some stage, say t. Let the corresponding graph be Gt, with vertex set lit. 
Since we cannot decompose the graph any further, Gt either consists of isolated 
vertices, or the intersection of every pair of maximal independent sets in Gt is the 
empty set. Therefore, G~ is complete k,-partite and forms the graph H~ in the 
decomposition. 
Thus, G~ has been recursively decomposed into the graphs H1, HE . . . . .  Hr. Let the 
corresponding vertex sets be given by L1, L2 . . . . .  Lt. As we have seen, Ht is complete 
k,-partite and has one or more parts. Consider the graph Hi, 1 <.j < t. Now, 
Gj = (Vj) and H i = (V~ - N[R j ] ) .  Since Rj is a maximal intersection i  Gj, there 
exist maximal independent sets I~1 and I j2 in Gj such that their intersection is Rj. 
From Theorem 3.1, Hj is complete k,-partite. Since Ij~ and I j2 are maximal indepen- 
dent sets in H j, Hj has at least two parts. Thus each of the graphs H~ to Ht-~ is 
complete kn-partite and has at least two parts. Since the graphs Hi, 1 <~ j <. t, are 
vertex disjoint, the vertex sets L1 to Lt form a partition of V~. That is, the Hj's are 
lgraphs, and the LSs are layers, 1 <<. j <<. t. See Fig. 3. 
We now define a family of graphs that can be recursively decomposed in this 





Fig. 3. The decomposed graph G. 
GI= G 
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Definition 4.1. A graph G is said to belong to the family WsR if 
(a) G is complete k,-partite, or 
(b) G is well-covered and for some maximal R, the intersection ofa pair of maximal 
independent sets of G, (N  JR]) belongs to WSR. 
From the definition, it is clear that any graph G belonging to WSR can be 
decomposed as described above into lgraphs H~ to Hi, 1 ~< t ~< IVI, such that each 
graph, except for Hi, has at least wo parts. H, has one or more parts. The correspond- 
ing layers L~ to Lt form a partition of the vertex set of G. The recursive definition 
ensures that at each stage of such a decomposition, we can find a maximal intersection 
R such that (N  [R]) is in WsR. At each stage of a decomposition, there can be more 
than one maximal intersection R with the property that (N  [R]) belongs to WSR. 
Thus, there can be many possible decompositions of G. 
We denote by ~sR(G) the set of all decompositions of a graph G belonging to WsR. 
A decomposition can be represented by an ordered set of layers. That is, each 
D(G) ~ @sR(G) is an ordered set of layers LI, L2  . . . .  , Lt, 1 ~< t ~< IV 1, with each layer 
having at least two parts, except for L~ which may have only one. 
We now give a characterization for the family WsR. 
Theorem 4.2. A graph G belongs to the family Ws~ if and only if its vertices can be 
partitioned into layers L1, L2 . . . . .  Lt,  1 <<. t <~ IV], that have the following properties: 
(a) The layers induce complete kn-partite subgraphs, with every layer except L, having 
at least two parts. L~ has one or more parts. 
(b) For every layer L j, 1 <~ j < t, there is an independent set that consists of exactly one 
part from each of the layers L j+ 1, Lj + 2, . . . ,  Lt such that the set has no neighbours in Lj. 
(c) Every maximal independent set of G contains exactly one part from each layer. 
Proof. Only if'. G belongs to WsR. We assume that G is not complete kn-partite, since 
then the statements (a)-(c) are trivially true. Let D(G) ~ ~sR(G) be a decomposition f
G into layers L1 to Lt. We have seen earlier that these layers obey statement (a) and 
form a partition of the vertex set of G. In order to prove statements (b) and (c), we need 
the following claim. 
Claim 4.3. Every maximal independent set in G j, the graph induced by the layers Lj 
to Lt, 1 <<.j <~ t, has size nj + nj+x + ... + nt. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. From the decomposition, the graphs G~ are in WsR and 
are therefore well-covered. Now, Gt, the graph induced by the layer Lt, is complete 
kn-partite and hence obeys the claim. Let Gt, 1 <~ l < t, be the graph for which the 
claim does not hold, where 1 is as large as possible. That is, the graphs G~ ÷ 1 to Gt obey 
the claim. 
From the decomposition, Gl = (Vz), Gt + 1 = (N  [Rl]) and Li = Vl -- (N  [Rl], 
where Rz is a maximal intersection i Gt. The graph (Lt) is complete k,-partite. Hence, 
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any maximal independent set of G~ containing Rt consists of R~ along with a part from L~. 
That is, the size of a maximal independent set of Gl is given by nt + [Rt 1. The claim follows 
from the fact that R~ is a maximal independent set in Gt÷ 1 and G~÷ 1obeys the claim. 
We now prove statements (b) and (c). 
(b) Consider some layer Lj, 1 <~j < t. From the decomposition, Gj = (Vj) and 
Gj+I = (N[R i ] ) ,  where Rj is a maximal intersection i  Gj. Since Rj is a maximal 
independent set in G i+ 1, using Claim 4.3, we have that [ Rj I = nj ÷ ~ + n j÷ z + "'" + nt. 
From (a), the layers induce complete k,-partite subgraphs; hence, [Rjc~Lk[ <<, nk, 
j < k ~< t. From the above two statements, we conclude that [ Rj c~ Lk f = nk, j < k <~ t. 
Since Rj has no neighbours in L j, the statement follows. 
(c) Since G is in WsR, it is well-covered. From Claim 4.3, the size of every maximal 
independent set in G is given by the sum of the sizes of the parts in the layers L1 to Lt. 
Since the lgraphs are complete k,-partite, every maximal independent set can include 
at most the vertices of any one part from each layer. Statement (c) follows from the 
above two statements. 
If: Consider agraph G whose vertex set can be partitioned into layers L~ to L, such 
that the layers obey properties (a)-(c). Since property (c) is obeyed, the graph G is well- 
covered. We prove by induction that G is in WsR. We accomplish this by showing 
that, forj from t to 1, the subgraph of G induced by the layers Lj to Lt is in Wsg. For 
j = t, the subgraph induced by the layers Lj to Lt is Ht, which is complete k,-partite 
and hence is in WsR. Suppose that the graph G j÷ x induced by the layers Lj+ 1 to Lt is 
in WsR, for some 1 ~< j < t. Consider the subgraph G j, with vertex set Vj, induced by 
the layers Lj to L,. From property (c), Gj is well-covered. From property (b), we can 
find an independent set I consisting of one part from each of the layers Lj ÷ 1 to Lt such 
that the set has no neighbours in L i. From property (a), there are at least two parts in 
Lj. Consider two such parts Pjl and Pj2. Now, I wPj~ and I~Pj2 are maximal 
independent sets of G~, since each lgraph is complete k~-partite and these two sets have 
one part from each layer in G~. The intersection of these two sets is R -- I, which is 
maximal as (Vj - N [R]) is the lgraph Hj which is complete kn-partite. Now, the 
subgraph (N  [R] ) is the graph (0~=j+ 1Li),  which is in WsR by induction. Therefore, 
G i, and hence G, is in Ws~. [] 
We remark that WsR is a proper subclass of well-covered graphs and that graphs in 
WsR may contain induced subgraphs that are not well-covered. Examples illustrating 
these statements are C5 (a chordless cycle on five vertices) and P4 (a chordless path on 
four vertices). We now show that all decompositions of a graph G belonging to 
WSR yield the same layers, not necessarily in the same order. That is, the layers 
obtained are unique. 
Theorem 4.4. Let G be a graph in WsR. Then the following are true: 
(a) Let Da(G)e ~sR(G) be a decomposition of G into layers L1 to Lt, 1 <~ t ~<[V[. 
Then, any other decomposition Db(G) ~ ~sR(G) gives the same t layers, not necessarily in
the same order. Isolated vertices, if any, always form the layer Lt. 
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(b) Let Lv be a partition of the vertex set V into layers LI to Lt, 1 <~ t <~ IV[, 
satisfying properties (a)-(c) of Theorem 4.2. Then, any other partition of the vertex set 
V into layers satisfying properties (a)-(c) of Theorem 4.2 consists of the same t layers, not 
necessarily in the same order. Isolated vertices, if any, always form the layer Lt. 
In order to prove this theorem, we need the following two results. 
Lemma 4.5. Let G be a graph in WsR and let its vertex set be partitioned into layers L1 
to Lt satisfying Theorem 4.2. Let R be a maximal intersection of a pair of maximal 
independent sets of G such that (N  [R]) is in Wsg. Then, the following are true: 
(a) R consists of whole parts from some of the layers L1 to Lt. 
(b) N[R] contains exactly those layers that have a part in R. 
(c) V - N[R] consists of one complete layer. 
Proof. (a) From property (c) Theorem 4.2, we know that any maximal independent 
set of G has to have exactly one part from each layer. Hence, any intersection R of 
a pair of maximal independent sets of G consists of whole parts from different layers. 
(b) Assume the contrary. Therefore, there exists a layer Lt that has no part in R, but 
has at least one part adjacent to a part in R. Let P~ be a part in L~ that is adjacent to 
a part Pj inR~ As the lgraphs are complete k,-partite, if a part from a layer is in R, then 
the whole layer is in N JR]. Now, ( N I-R] ) is in WSR and R is a maximal independent 
set in it. From Theorem 4.2(c), starting with P~, we can find one part in each of the 
layers that has a part in R such that the set so formed is an independent set. This set 
has more vertices than R implying that (N[R] )  is not well-covered. 
(c) Theorem 3.1 says that when the intersection R is maximal, (V -  N[R] )  is 
complete k,-partite. From (b), V - N[R] consists of one or more complete layers. 
From Theorem 4.2(c), every two layers have at least two parts that are non-adjacent. 
Hence, we conclude that V - N[R] consists of one complete layer. [] 
Our next result shows that every decomposition yields layers that satisfy the 
properties of Theorem 4.2, and that every partition of V into layers that obey the 
above theorem can be obtained from a decomposition of G. 
Lemma 4.6. Let G be a graph in WsR. Then the following are true: 
(a) Any decomposition D(G) ~ ~sR(G) gives layers L1, L2, ... , L,, 1 <~ t <~ [ V [, that 
form a partition of V and that satisfy properties (a)-{c) of Theorem 4.2. 
(b) For any partition of V into layers L1,L2, ... ,Lt, 1 ~ t ~ [V[, that satisfy 
properties (a)-(c) of Theorem 4.2, there is a decomposition D(G) ~ ~sn(G) that yields 
these layers. 
Proof. G is a graph in WsR. We note that any subset of the layers, with the ordering 
preserved, will obey the properties of Theorem 4.2 since, otherwise, the properties will 
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be violated in the layers L1, L2, ..., Lt. 
(a) While proving Theorem 4.2, we chose an arbitrary decomposition 
D(G) ~ ~sR(G), and showed that the resulting layers obeyed properties (a)-(c) of the 
theorem. This proves the statement. 
(b) Consider some partition of V into layers L1, L2 .... , Lt such that the layers 
obey properties (a)-(c) of Theorem 4.2. We use induction to show that there is 
a decomposition fG that yields these layers. We assume that t > i as otherwise there 
is only one layer and, from property (a), we know that the corresponding l raph is 
complete kn-partite and thus forms a trivial decomposition of G. Let G~ = G. We 
know that Gt is the graph induced by the layers L~ to L,. From property (b), there is 
a part in each of the layers L2 to Lt such that the set R1 formed by these parts is an 
independent set that has no neighbours in L1. From property (a), L1 has at least two 
parts, P11 and P~ 2. Now, R1 w P1 a and R1 w P~ 2 are two maximal independent sets in 
G1 and their intersection is R 1 . Also, (V - N[R1]) is the complete kn-partite graph 
(L I ) .  Hence, from Theorem 3.1, R~ is maximal. The layers L 2 to  Lt satisfy the 
properties of the Theorem 4.2. Hence, G 2 = (N [Rx] ), the graph induced by the layers 
L 2 to Lt, is in WsR. Thus, we have the first stage of a decomposition of G that yields 
the layer L1 and a graph G 2 that is in Wss. 
Suppose that the layers L1 to L j_ a are the layers obtained in the firstj - 1 stages of 
such a decomposition, 1 < j  ~< t. Clearly, the graph Gj formed by the layers Lj to Lt is 
in WsR. Ifj = t, we are done. Assume that j < t. From property (b), there is a part in 
each of the layers Li+l to Lt such that the set R~ formed by these parts is an 
independent set that has no neighbours in Lj. From property (a), Lj has at least two 
parts, Pj~ and Pj2. Now, RjwPj~ and RjwPj2 are two maximal independent sets in Gj 
and their intersection is Rj. Also, (V~ - N [Rj] ) is the complete k,-partite graph (L j). 
From Theorem 3.1, Rj is maximal. The layers Lj+ x to Lt obey Theorem 4.2. Hence, the 
graph Gi+ 1 = (N[Rj ] )  is in WSR. Thus, we have thejth stage of a decomposition of
G that yields the layer Lj and a graph G j+l that is in WsR. This proves statement 
(b). [] 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. (a) D~(G) is a decomposition of G into layers L1, L2 . . . . .  Lt. 
We note, from Lemma 4.6, that the layers obey Theorem 4.2. Any subset of the layers, 
with the ordering preserved, will obey properties (a)--(c) of Theorem 4.2 since, other- 
wise, the properties would be violated in L1, L2 . . . . .  Lt. Consider the first stage of 
some other decomposition Db(G) of G. Let R1 be a maximal intersection of a pair of 
maximal independent sets of G such that (N[R1])  is in WsR. From Lemma 
4.5,Vz=N[R1] consists of t -1  layers from the layers L1 to L,, and 
VR1 = V - N [R1] consists of the remaining layer. The graph G2 induced by Vz is also 
in WSR, by definition. Therefore, there exists a maximal intersection R2 in G2 such that 
(N[R2])  is in WsR. Using Lemma 4.5, V3 = N[R2] consists oft -2  layers from the 
t -1  layers in 1"2; VR2 = 1"2 - N[R2] consists of the remaining layer. Thus, at stage 
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i of the decomposition, 1 ~< i < t, we will have a layer Li that is one complete layer 
from the t - i + 1 layers of Vi, and a graph Gi+ 1 whose vertex set Vi÷ 1 consists of the 
remaining t - i layers. At stage t, we will be left with one complete layer which will 
induce the graph Gt. 
Since there are t layers, and each stage of a decomposition yields one layer, there 
will be t stages in any decomposition of G. Therefore, the layers obtained are 
independent of the choice of a maximal intersection at each stage of a decomposition. 
That is, any other decomposition Db(G) yields the same t layers. Since isolated vertices 
will be a part of any maximal independent set, they will always form the layer Lt. 
We now show that the layers obtained need not be in the same order. Consider 
a graph GK consisting of 1 > 1 mutually disjoint K2's. The vertex pairs forming the 
edges form the layers of a partition of V(GK). These can easily be seen to obey 
Theorem 4.2 and hence GK is in WsR. Any set R consisting of one vertex from each of 
l - 1 K2's is independent asthe K2's are mutually disjoint. It is also maximal since the 
graph (V(Gr) - N [R] )  is a K 2 which is complete kn-partite. Choosing different K2's 
to form maximal R's will yield different orderings of the layers. 
(b) This follows from Lemma 4.6 and (a). [] 
We now prove the following proposition and then introduce the concept of 
a minimal graph. 
Proposition 4.7. Let G be a graph in WsR and let its vertex set be partitioned into layers 
L1 to Lt satisfying properties (a)-(c) of Theorem 4.2. Then, adjacent parts from different 
layers are completely connected to each other. 
Proof. Consider any two layers L~ and Lg in such a partition, j ~ k. Let P~ and Pk be 
parts in L i and Lk respectively. Let u ~ Pk be adjacent to some but not all the vertices 
of P~. Construct an independent set I1, where 
11 = {u} u(Pj - N(u)). 
Extend this to a maximal independent set for G. Now, P~ - N(u) will cover all the 
vertices of Lj. This will have fewer vertices from Lj than the size of a part in it, thus 
contradicting Theorem 4.2(c). Hence, u is adjacent o all the vertices of Pj. The 
proposition follows. [] 
Let G be a graph belonging to WSR and let it be decomposed into layers L1 to Lt. 
The above property allows us to replace ach part by a single vertex, and the set of 
edges between two adjacent parts by a single edge. This results in each lgraph in the 
decomposition being a clique. The resulting raph GM satisfies Theorem 4.2 and hence 
belongs to WsR. We call such graphs minimal graphs. Since the layers obtained are 
unique (Theorem 4.4), we can associate a unique minimal graph GM with each graph 
G in WSR. It is easy to see that there can be many graphs in WsR that yield the same 
minimal graph. 
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5. The subclass WAR 
While decomposing a graph G belonging to WsR, at each stage, we find a maximal 
intersection R such that (N [R]) is in WsR. We are guaranteed that there exists uch 
a maximal intersection, but not that every maximal intersection satisfies this property. 
We now consider the case in which every maximal intersection R at any stage of 
a decomposition yields a graph (N I-R]) that is in Wss. This leads to the definition of 
the second subclass. 
Definition 5.1. A graph G said to belong to the family WaR if 
(a) G is complete k,-partite, or 
(b) G is well-covered and for every maximal R, the intersection ofa pair of maximal 
independent sets of G, < N [R]> belongs to WaR. 
Clearly, a graph G that belongs to WAR also belongs to WsR. Therefore, the vertices 
of G can be partitioned into layers L1, L2, . . . ,  Lt that obey Theorem 4.2. We observe 
that Lemma 4.5 holds for every maximal intersection R of a graph G in WAR, since for 
every such R, <N[R]> is in WAR and hence in WsR. 
The graph of Fig. 4 belongs to WsR, but not to WAR. Choosing maximal indepen- 
dent sets I1 = {vT, v6, vl} and 12 = {vT, v6, v2} gives an intersection R = {vT, v6} that 
is maximal, but <N[R]> is not well-covered. 
We now give a characterization forgraphs belonging to the family Was. 
Theorem 5.2. A graph G belongs to the family WAR if and only if its vertices can be 
partitioned into layers L1, Lz, .. . ,  Lt, 1 <~ t <~ [ V [, that have the following properties: 
(a) The layers induce complete k,-partite subgraphs, with every layer except Lt having 
at least two parts. Lt has one or more parts. 
v 8 
v 7 ~ v  9 L3 
v 5 
v4~'~~ 6 L2 
) 
Vl~v3 L1 
Fig. 4, Graph in WsR but not in WAR. 
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(b) For every two adjacent layers Lj and Lk,  there exist parts P i ~ Lj and Pk ~ Lk such 
that IN(Pj)nLk[ =0, and IN(Pk)C~LjI =0, and the parts of Lj - P~ and Lk -- Pk are 
completely connected to each other. 
(c) The non-common neighbours of every pair of parts in every layer of the decom- 
posed graph are completely connected to each other. 
Proof. Only if'. Since G is in WAR, it is also in WSR. From Lemma 4.6, we can 
decompose G into layers L1, LE, . . . ,  Lt that satisfy properties (a)--(c) of Theorem 4.2. 
Statement (a) is true since it is the same as the statement (a) of Theorem 4.2. From 
Proposition 4.7, we see that if a part in a layer is adjacent to a part in another layer, 
then they are completely connected. 
(b) From Theorem 4.2(a), we see that the only layer that can have only one part is 
L ,  in which case it will consist of isolated vertices, as otherwise property (b) of the 
same theorem is contradicted. Hence, if two layers are adjacent, each of them has at 
least two parts. Now, assume that statement (b) is not true. Let L,,, t >i m > 1, be the 
layer that contradicts tatement (b) with some other layer, where m is as large as 
possible. That is, there exists a layer L~, m > l ~> 1, such that the layers Lm and Lt 
contradict statement (b). We choose Lt to be as close to Lm as possible. Therefore, all 
the layers between Lm and L, that are adjacent o Lm satisfy statement (b) with Lm. 
The proof lies in showing that the layers L,, and Lt have to satisfy statement (b). To 
do this, we first show that we can form an independent set Ir consisting of one part 
from each of the layers Ll+ 1 to L ,  Lm not included, that has no neighbours in Lm. We 
then show that any part in Lz with a certain property can have no neighbours in It. We 
then show that if a part in Lm is adjacent to a part in Lt, it has to be adjacent to all but 
one part in L~, and vice versa. This property is then used to show that the layers 
Lm and L~ satisfy statement (b). 
We first form the independent set I,. We observe, from Proposition 4.7, that ifa part 
in one layer is adjacent to a part in another layer, then they are completely connected, 
that is, the subgraph induced is complete bipartite. Consider the graph G~+ 1 induced 
by the layers Lt+ 1 to Lt. Let its vertex set be denoted by V~+ 1. Consider the layers in 
Gz+x that are adjacent to Lm. Let these layers be Laml,LamE, ... ,Lamq, where 
t >~ am1, am2 . . . . .  amq >~ l + 1. By assumption, each of these layers satisfies tatement 
(b) with Lm. Hence, there exist parts Pare1 ~ Laml, Pare2 ~ LamE, "" , Pamq ~ Lamq such 
that I~1 = 0~=~ Pami has no neighbours in L m. Let the layers in G~+x that are not 
adjacent o Lm be given by Lrml, Lrm2, ... , L .... t >~ rml, rm2 . . . .  , rmr >~ I + 1. From 
Theorem 4.2(b), we can find Prml ~ Lrml, Prm2 E ZrmE, ... , Prmr E Lrrar such that the set 
L2 formed by these parts is an independent set, and has no neighbours in L~. Consider 
the set Ir = 1,1 w LE. We know that this set has no neighbours in Lt. We show that Ir is 
an independent set. Assume not. Then there exist parts Pa and Pb in I, such that 
P, ~ Pb. Now, at least one of Pa and Pb has to be from It1 since we know that It2 is an 
independent set. Let Pa be from I~1. Therefore, there exists a layer La, a # m, t ~> a > l, 
such that Pa ~ La and Lm is adjacent to La. Since Lm and La satisfy statement (b), there 
exists Pm in Lm that is adjacent to all but Pa in La. Now, Pb has no neighbours in Lm, 
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and Pb is adjacent to Pa. Extending P,, u Pb to a maximal independent set for G yields 
one that has no part from L~, thus contradicting Theorem 4.2(c). Thus, I, must be an 
independent set and it has no neighbours in L,,. 
We now show that any part in Lt that has a certain property has no neighbours 
in L. 
Claim 5.3. Let Pi1 in L~ be non-adjacent to at least two parts P,.I and Pm2 in Lm. Then 
Ptl has no neighbours in I,. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exists Pa ~ I, such that Pz~ "~ Pa. P~ has to be 
from 1,1 since 1,2 has no neighbours in L~. Therefore, there exists a layer L~, a # m, 
t/> a > l, such that Pa ~ La and L~ is adjacent to L,.. Since Lm and L~ satisfy statement 
(b), at least one of P,,~ and P,,2, say Pr,1, is adjacent o all but P~ in L a. Extending 
Pt~ u P,,1 to a maximal independent set for G yields one that has no part from La, thus 
contradicting Theorem 4.2(c). This proves the claim. 
Next, we show that if a part in L,, is adjacent to a part in Lt, it must be adjacent to 
all but one part in L~, and vice versa. We know that a part in LI can be adjacent to at 
most all but one part in L,,, and vice versa, since otherwise Theorem 4.2(c) is 
contradicted. Now, assume that a part in one of these layers is adjacent to at most all 
but two parts in the other. Consider one such part Pi~ ~ Lj, j ~ {l, m}. Let Pjl be 
adjacent to Pk3, but non-adjacent toPkl and Pk2, in the layer LR, k ~ {l, m}, k # j. This 
leads to two cases. 
Case (a):j = l, k = m. We have Pjl ~ Lz that is non-adjacent to both PkX and Pk2 in 
the layer L,,. From Claim 5.3, we see that P jl has no neighbours in It. 
Case (b): j = m, k = I. We have Pil ~ L,, that is adjacent to PR3, but not to Pkl or 
Pk2 in Lt. From Theorem 4.2(b), we know that there is a part in L,, that is not adjacent 
to any part in Lt. This part cannot be P jl as this is adjacent o PR3 in L~. Let this 
part be P~z. That is, there are two parts Pjl and Pi: in L,, that are non-adjacent to 
both PRS and PR2. From Claim 5.3, we see that neither Pkl nor Pk2 can have 
neighbours in I,. 
Now, Ir has no neighbours in L,,. Therefore, in both of the above cases, none of P jl, 
Pkl and Pk2 have neighbours in It. Let R=I ,  wPjx. Let 11 =RwPk l  and 
I2 = RWPk2.  Consider the graph Gt = (V~+ x wLl) with vertex set Vl. 11 and 12 are 
two maximal independent sets of Gt and their intersection is R. V~ - N [R] consists of 
some, but not all, of the parts of Lk, and hence (V~ - N [R])  is complete k,-partite. 
From Theorem 3.1, R is maximal. We now argue that Gt is in WAR. Since G is in WAR, 
at each stage of a decomposition of G yielding layers L1 to Lt, we obtain a maximal 
R such that (N[R] )  is in WAR. Therefore, the subgraphs Gi = (LiwLi+l w ... uLt )  
obtained at each stage of such a decomposition, 1 ~< i ~< t, are also in WAR. Hence, 
G~ is in WAR. NOW, N[R] has at least one part Pk3 from L k. This contradicts 
Lemma 4.5(b). Hence, Pjl can have at most one non-adjacent part in Lk. We have 
already seen that Pjl has to have at least one non-adjacent part in Lk. We conclude 
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that P jl must have exactly one non-adjacent part in L k. Thus, ifa part in Lt is adjacent 
to a part in Lm, it is adjacent to all but one part in Lm, and vice versa. 
We now show that the layers Lm and L~ satisfy statement (b). From Theorem 4.2(b), 
there has to be a part Pm in Lm that is not adjacent to any part in L;. Therefore, any 
part in Lt that is adjacent to some part in Lm is adjacent to all but Pm in Lm. If every 
part in Lt had neighbours in Lm, then every part in Lm other than Pm would be 
adjacent to all of L~ which, as we have already seen, cannot be the case. Hence at most 
k~ - 1 parts of Lt can have neighbours in Lm. Since any part in L~ that has neighbours 
in Lt has to be adjacent to all but one part in L~, all but Pm in L~ is adjacent to all but 
some part Pt in L~. That is, Lt and Lm satisfy statement (b), which contradicts our 
assumption. This proves the statement. 
(c) Suppose that the statement is false. Then there exist parts Pi~ and PiE in some 
layer L~ such that they have at least one pair of non-common neighbours Pte L~ and 
Pm ~ Lm that are not adjacent to each other, j :~ l, 1 q: m, m e j, with Pt adjacent o 
Pgl but not to Pg2, and Pm adjacent to PiE but not to Pjl. From (b), Pt and Pm are each 
adjacent to (kj - l) parts in Lj. Therefore, Pl and Pm can be extended to a maximal 
independent set that has no part from Lg, thus contradicting Theorem 4.2(c). 
If: Let Lv = {L1,L2 . . . . .  Lt}. Consider some part Pj of layer j, 1 ~<j ~ t. As the 
layers are complete k:partite, and because of property (b), the neighbour sets of every 
vertex in Pg are the same. Hence, if a maximal independent set contains a vertex from 
Pj, it will contain all the vertices from Pg. Consider the graph Gj with vertex set 
Vj induced by some of the layers of Lv. From the above, any maximal independent set 
of G, and hence G j, contains whole parts from the layers in Gj. To prove that G is in 
WAn, we need the following two results. 
We first show that Gj is well-covered. 
Claim 5.4. Every maximal independent set in Gj consists of exactly one part from 
each layer. 
Proof. We have already shown that any maximal independent set of G~ consists of 
whole parts from the layers. Suppose that the claim is not true. Then there exists at 
least one layer Lk ~ Gj that has no part in some maximal independent set I1 for Gj. 
Therefore, there exist parts in I1 that cover the layer Lk. Consider one such part Ptl 
from the layer Lt. Clearly, L~ is adjacent to Lk. Properties (a)-(c), hold for any subset of 
the layers L1 to Lt as otherwise they would not hold for Lv. From (b), we know that 
there exist parts Pk ELk and Pl ~ Lt such that ]N(Pk)~LI[ =0 and [N(PI)C~Lk[ =0, 
and that the parts of L k -- Pk and Lz - P~ are pairwise complete bipartite. Therefore, 
Ptl has to be a part other than Pt, and it covers all of Lk except for Pk. Hence, there has 
to be another part PL in I1 that covers Pk. Let this be from the layer LL. Since LL is 
adjacent to Lk, from (b), there must be a part Pkl :fi Pk ELk that is not adjacent to any 
of L L. Now, Pk is adjacent to PL but not to Pzl, and PR1 is adjacent to Ptl but not to 
PL. From (c), P~I and PL have to be adjacent. But P~I and PL belong to I1 which is an 
independent set. This proves the claim. 
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We next prove the following claim about maximal intersections of Gj. 
Claim 5.5. Let R be a maximal intersection of a pair of maximal independent sets of Gj. 
Then the following are true: 
(a) N[R] consists of exactly those layers that have a part in R. 
(b) Vj - N[R] consists of exactly one layer. 
Proof. (a) Any subset of the layers will obey properties (a)-(c), as otherwise these 
properties will also be contradicted by the layers in Lv. Suppose that the claim is not 
true. Then there exists Pi in R such that N(Pi) contains at least one part Pj which 
belongs to a layer Lj that has no part in R. Let Pi belong to the layer Li. Since L~ and 
Lj are adjacent, (b) applies. Therefore, P~ is adjacent o all but ejx in Lj. Now, 
Pjl cannot be adjacent to anything in R as then property (c) is contradicted. Therefore, 
any maximal independent set containing R also contains Pil. Hence, the intersection 
of any such pair of maximal independent sets properly contains R, thus contradicting 
the maximality of R. This proves the statement. 
(b) Property (a) says that every layer induces acomplete kn-partite subgraph. From 
(a) of this claim, Vj - N [R] consists of whole layers. From property (b), every two 
such layers has at least one part in each that has no neighbours in the other. Using 
Theorem 3.1, we see that (V j -  NER]) has to be complete k~-partite for R to be 
maximal. Statement (b) follows from the above. This proves the claim. 
We now prove that G is in WAR by induction on the layers. All graphs induced by 
any one layer in the partition are in WAR, since, from (a), every layer induces 
a complete kn-partite graph. Suppose that all graphs induced byj - 1 layers, 1 < j  ~< t, 
are in WAg. Now, look at graphs induced by j layers. From the Claim 5.4, all such 
graphs are well-covered. Consider any such graph G j, with vertex set Vj. From the 
Claim 5.5, every maximal intersection R for Gj has the property that V i -N[R]  
consists of exactly one layer, that is, N[R] consists of j  -1  layers. Thus, for graphs 
induced byj  layers, every maximal intersection R will result in (N  [R]) being a graph 
induced by some j - 1 layers of the partition. By the induction hypothesis, all such 
graphs are in WAR. Hence, all graphs induced byj layers are in WAR. Therefore, G is in 
WAR. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. [] 
Note that the uniqueness of the layers follows from Theorem 4.4. We also observe 
that any reordering of a set of layers satisfying properties (a)-(c) of Theorem 5.2 will 
also satisfy the same properties, provided that isolated vertices, if any, remain in the 
last layer. 
We now show that the family of very well covered graphs without isolated vertices 
is properly contained in WAR. We define a set of subclasses of WAR as follows: 
Definition 5.6. For any k ~> 2, a graph G belongs to Wank if G belongs to WAR and has 
exactly k parts in each layer of any decomposition. 
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Clearly, the size of any maximal independent set of a graph G of order n belonging 
to WaRk is n/k. The following theorem indicates the relationship between WAR and 
very well covered graphs. 
Theorem 5.7. A graph G belongs to the family WAR 2 if and only if it is very well covered 
without isolated vertices. 
Proof. Only if: G belongs to WAR2. Therefore, it can be decomposed into t layers, 
with each layer having exactly two parts. As G belongs to WAR, it obeys Theorem 5.2. 
Since the layers induce subgraphs that are complete 2,-partite, there are no isolated 
vertices. As every maximal independent set of G contains exactly one part from each 
layer, every such set will contain exactly half the number of vertices in the graph. 
Hence, G is very well covered without isolated vertices. 
If: G is very well covered without isolated vertices. We partition the vertex set of 
G into layers L1, L2 . . . . .  Lt, where t is a positive integer, as follows. From Theorem 
2.2, for any pair of maximal independent sets 11 and I2 of G, whenever the intersection 
R is maximal there exists a perfect matching in which R matches to S, and 1' 1 matches 
to I 2. From Theorem 3.1, when R is maximal, the graph induced by V - N[R] is 
complete k,-partite. In this case, since N(R)= S, the lgraph H~ induced by 
L1 = V - N[R] is complete 2,-partite. Let G 2 be the graph induced by N[R]. The 
matching between R and S satisfies property P, that is, G2 has a perfect matching that 
satisfies property P. Using Favaron's theorem, we see that G 2 is very well covered. 
Therefore, G2 can be decomposed as outlined above to give a complete 2,-partite 
lgraph H 2 = (L2)  and a very well covered graph G3 such that G 2 = (V  3 •L2).  Since 
we start with a graph G that has a finite number of vertices, this decomposition will 
stop at some stage, say t. As we cannot decompose the graph any further, G, is 
complete k,-partite with one or more parts. Since G has no isolated vertices, the lgraph 
H, = (Lt) is complete 2,-partite. We now have a decomposition of G into t lgraphs, 
each of which is complete 2,-partite, with the corresponding layers being L1 to Lf. We 
now show that these layers satisfy properties (a)-(c) of Theorem 5.2. We first observe 
that every maximal independent set of G contains exactly one part from each of the 
layers L1 to L,. This follows from the fact that G is very well covered and each layer 
induces a complete 2.-partite graph. 
Property (a): Since the lgraphs are complete 2,-partite, (a) is satisfied. 
Property (b): Let the layers Lj and Lk be adjacent. Let L~ and Lk consist of the parts 
Pjl, Pj2, and Pkl, PR2 respectively. Let PjI be adjacent to Pkz. Since the lgraphs are 
complete 2,-partite, there exists a perfect matching M for G that consists of nz edges 
from the lgraph Hi, 1 ~< l ~< t. From Favaron's theorem, M obeys property P. Let 
Ul be a vertex in Pja. Let it be adjacent to vz in Pk2. Let (ul, u2) be in M, where u2 is in 
Pj2. Since the lgraphs are complete 2,-partite, uz is adjacent to all the vertices in Pjl. 
Now, v2 cannot be adjacent to u2 as then we would have the matching edge (u~, u2) 
with a common neighbour, which would contradict property P. Hence, (Ua, Uz) is 
a matching edge, with u~ adjacent to v2 and u2 adjacent to all the vertices in Pil - ux. 
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Using property P, we have that all the vertices in ejl - -  Ul are adjacent to/)2. That is, if 
a vertex in Pj1 is adjacent to a vertex v in Pk2, then every vertex in Pjl is adjacent to v. 
A similar argument shows that this is also true for the vertices in Pk2. Therefore, 
if parts from different layers are adjacent, hen they are complete bipartite. Now, 
Pil cannot be adjacent o Pk~ because any maximal independent set of G that 
contains P~I would have no part from Lk, which is not possible. For similar reasons, 
Pk2 cannot be adjacent to Pj2. Therefore, Pj2 has no neighbours in L k and Pkl has no 
neighbours in L~. Thus, if two layers are adjacent then all but one part of one layer is 
completely connected to all but one part of the other layer, thus satisfying property 
(b). 
Property (c): While proving (b), we have shown that there exists a perfect 
matching M that contains exactly nj edges from the lgraph H~, 1 ~<j ~< t. Property 
(c) follows from (b) and the fact that the perfect matching M satisfies Favaron's 
theorem. 
Therefore, G is in WAR. Since every layer in the decomposition has exactly two 
parts, G belongs to W~R2. [] 
6. Conclusions and future work 
In this paper, we have given a characterization f r well-covered graphs, and one for 
very well covered graphs, based on the interaction between pairs of maximal indepen- 
dent sets of a graph. We have defined the conditions under which the intersection of
a pair of maximal independent sets of a graph is maximal. We have defined and 
characterized two recursively decomposable subclasses of well-covered graphs, 
WsR and WaR such that well-covered 9raphs ~ WsR ~ WaR D very well-covered 
9raphs without isolated vertices. We have seen that the interesting structural character- 
izations for these subclasses result from the fact that they are recursively decompos- 
able. We have shown that graphs belonging to these subclasses can be decomposed 
into layers that are unique and that satisfy certain properties. For a study of the 
algorithmic complexities of some fundamental graph problems uch as recognition, 
dominating set and Hamiltonian Cycle and Hamiltonian path for these subclasses, 
see [7]. 
We defined the new subclasses by making use of the notion of a maximal 
intersection. An obvious question arising from the concept of well-coveredness 
is: What graphs have the property that every maximal intersection has the same 
size? Can we characterize such graphs? We call such graphs well-intersected 
graphs. Some other interesting questions are: What graphs have the property of 
being both well-covered and well-intersected. Which of the graphs belonging to 
the newly defined subclasses have the property of being well-intersected? We 
have seen how a graph G belonging to WsR can be represented by a corresponding 
minimal graph GM. It would be interesting to study the properties of these minimal 
graphs. 
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